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Graphical Abstract 

 

 

Highlights 

 L352M alters donor and acceptor subsites, causing a domino effect in the active site. 

 R69 is confirmed as a key determinant of the transglycosylation/hydrolysis partition. 

 Active site flexibility contributes to the transglycosylation/hydrolysis equilibrium. 

 N216W leads to a hydrophobic platform for better acceptor binding. 

 A complex interplay of mutational effects procures better transglycosylase activity. 

 

ABSTRACT 

The use of retaining glycoside hydrolases as synthetic tools for glycochemistry is highly topical 

and the focus of considerable research. However, due to the incomplete identification of the 
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molecular determinants of the transglycosylation/hydrolysis partition (T/H), rational 

engineering of retaining glycoside hydrolases to create transglycosylases remains challenging. 

Therefore, to understand better the factors that underpin transglycosylation in a GH51 retaining 

α-L-arabinofuranosidase from Thermobacillus xylanilyticus, the investigation of this enzyme’s 

active site was pursued. Specifically, the properties of two mutants, F26L and L352M, located 

in the vicinity of the active site are described, using kinetic and 3D structural analyses and 

molecular dynamics simulations. The results reveal that the presence of L352M in the context 

of a triple mutant (also containing R69H and N216W) generates changes both in the donor and 

acceptor subsites, the latter being the result of a domino-like effect. Overall, the mutant R69H-

N216W-L352M displays excellent transglycosylation activity (70% yield, 78% transfer rate 

and reduced secondary hydrolysis of the product). In the course of this study, the central role 

played by the conserved R69 residue was also reaffirmed. The mutation R69H affects both the 

catalytic nucleophile and the acid/base, including their flexibility, and has a determinant effect 

on the T/H partition. Finally, the results reveal that increased loop flexibility in the acceptor 

subsites creates new interactions with the acceptor, in particular with a hydrophobic binding 

platform composed of N216W, W248 and W302. 

 

Keywords: biocatalysis; glycoside hydrolase; engineered transglycosylases; carbohydrate 

synthesis; molecular interactions; flexibility 

 

Database: Structural data are available in the PDB database under the accession numbers 6ZT6 

(R69H-L352M), 6ZT7 (R69H-L352M:A2XX), 6ZT8 (R69H-N216W-L352M), 6ZT9 (R69H-

N216W-L352M:A2XX) and 6ZTA (R69H-G179F-L352M). 

 

Abbreviations: L-Araf, L-arabinofuranosyl unit; AXOS, arabinoxylo-oligosaccharides; A2XX, 

α-L-Araf-(1,2)-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xyl; A3XX, α-L-Araf-(1,3)-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-β-

D-Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xyl; DP, degree of polymerization; α-L-ArafOpNP, 4-nitrophenyl α-L-

arabinofuranoside; GT, glycosyltransferase; MD, molecular dynamics; pNP, 4-nitrophenol; 

rGH, retaining glycoside hydrolase; RT, transfer rate; TxAbf, α-L-arabinofuranosidase from 

Thermobacillus xylanilyticus; T/H, transglycosylation/hydrolysis ratio; TG, non-Leloir 

transglycosylase; TS, transition state; vdW, van der Waals; XOS, xylo-oligosaccharides; D-

Xylp, D-xylopyranosyl unit; X, D-xylose; X2, (1,4)-β-D-xylobiose; X3, (1,4)-β-D-xylotriose; X4, 

(1,4)-β-D-xylotetraose; X5, (1,4)-β-D-xylopentaose; X6, (1,4)-β-D-xylohexaose; XA3X, β-D-
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Xylp-(1,4)-[α-L-Araf-(1,3)]-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xyl; XA3XX, β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-[α-L-Araf-(1,3)]-

β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xyl. 
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Introduction 

The development of efficient in vitro strategies to synthesize carbohydrates remains a major 

challenge for synthetic chemistry. Despite considerable progress, the complexity and diversity 

of carbohydrates means that the quest for generic approaches remains highly topical and 

relevant for understanding their role in biological systems [1,2]. For decades, enzymes have 

been recognized as useful tools to tackle the complexity of carbohydrate chemistry and 

surmount the lack of selectivity of chemical catalysts. Among enzyme candidates, Leloir and 

non-Leloir carbohydrate-active enzymes are widely studied for their ability to synthesize 

various target glycoconjugates [3–5]. 

 

Leloir glycosyltransferases (GTs), which use sugar nucleotides as donors, can be considered as 

Nature’s solution for carbohydrate synthesis, since in vivo these enzymes are responsible for 

the synthesis of most carbohydrates. However, harnessing GTs for the purposes of synthetic 

chemistry is fraught with challenges (e.g. expression of GTs in heterologous systems, the cost 

of sugar nucleotides, etc.) [6–8]. Therefore, despite recent progress in the area [9–11], the 

development of alternative strategies employing other enzyme classes, particularly retaining 

glycoside hydrolases (hereafter designated rGHs), is the subject of intense research. rGHs 

operate through a two-step displacement mechanism (Figure 1) [12] that provides the basis for 

the occurrence of non-Leloir transglycosylases (TGs), which are actually variants of rGHs that 

perform synthetic roles in biological systems [13,14]. Therefore, accounting for the facts that 

TGs naturally exist within the GH enzyme class and that rGHs are extremely abundant (at least 

66% of all 888,506 classified GH modules among 83 of the 161 GH families in the CAZY 

database, http://www.cazy.org/ [15], January 2021) and cover a wide range of substrate 

specificities, makes this group of carbohydrate-active enzymes extremely interesting targets for 

synthetic chemists [16]. 

 

In the two-step mechanism used by rGHs, a covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate is formed 

that can either be deglycosylated by a water molecule (i.e. hydrolysis) or by a carbohydrate 

acceptor, which leads to transglycosylation [12,17]. In most rGHs operating in aqueous medium, 

hydrolysis is the principal outcome of the reaction, because of omnipresent water. However, 

naturally-occurring TGs reveal that specific protein modifications can diminish water-mediated 

deglycosylation and thus favour transglycosylation [16,18,19]. This evidence has prompted the 

creation of glycosynthetic rGHs using protein engineering, one of the best examples being the 
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glycosynthase strategy [20–23]. In this strategy, catalytically-impotent mutants are fed with 

fluoride-activated substrates. However, despite the relative simplicity of this elegant strategy, 

it is rather difficult to apply when using furanoside donors, because the synthesis of activated 

furanosyl fluorides has so far proven impossible. Alternative methods to engineer artificial TGs 

rely on the induction of shifts in the transglycosylation/hydrolysis (T/H) partition. This can be 

achieved either by engineering the reaction conditions (e.g. reducing water activity), or by 

modifying specific amino acids that influence the T/H partition [18,24,25]. 

 

Three main approaches have been identified to create TGs starting from rGHs [16]. The first 

involves the modification of substrate interactions in the donor subsite(s), leading to increased 

transition state (TS) energy barriers [26,27]. The aim is to reduce the efficiency of water-

mediated deglycosylation, thus favouring transglycosylation, although overall catalytic activity 

is also affected. The second approach relies on modification of acceptor subsites (i.e. positively 

numbered subsites), the objective being to improve enzyme-acceptor interactions and thus 

favour sugar-mediated deglycosylation (i.e. transglycosylation). This is often achieved by 

introducing hydrophobic amino acid side chains at the acceptor site(s), which form favourable 

interactions with incoming glycoside acceptors and repel water molecules [26,28,29]. When 

combined with donor subsite engineering, the introduction of favourable acceptor site 

interactions can partially compensate for the overall reduction in efficiency due to the poor 

formation of the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate [30]. However, when acceptor subsite(s) 

engineering is used as a standalone strategy, it rarely affords radical diminution of hydrolysis 

[17]. The third method to modulate the T/H partition targets the ability of the enzyme to fix, 

convey and/or activate catalytic water molecules [31–34]. This generally requires knowledge 

related to the location of water channels and/or the identification of specific amino acids 

responsible for positioning water for catalysis. 

 

Recent reports describe a semi-rational method to engineer TGs that involves targeting highly 

conserved residues that are located within, or in the vicinity of subsite -1 [27,35]. Interestingly, 

this approach is described as a potentially generic strategy [36]. However, despite this prospect 

and the previous use of a variety of techniques, including in vitro mutagenesis and in silico 

design (e.g. based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [34,37] and quantum 

mechanical/molecular mechanical studies [38,39]), an accurate and reliable method to 

predictably optimize the T/H partition has yet to be found. 
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In recent work performed on the GH51 α-L-arabinofuranosidase from Thermobacillus 

xylanyliticus (TxAbf), a combinatory approach was used to create the first non-Leloir 

transarabinofuranosylases [17]. These enzymes are actually derivatives of TxAbf bearing three 

mutations, R69H-N216W-L352M and R69H-G179F-L352M (Figure 2), which display 

remarkable transglycosylation capability (almost quantitative overall yield, with A2XX as main 

product that contains L-arabinofuranosyl (L-Araf) unit linked to O-2 position of non-reducing 

end D-xylopyranosyl (D-Xylp) unit of xylotriose, Figure 1; see [41] for a comprehensive 

description of arabinoxylo-oligosaccharides (AXOS) nomenclature) [17]. Each of the point 

mutations in these enzymes plays a distinct role in defining novel activity (Suppl. Table S1). In 

subsite -1, R69 lies within a H-bond distance (2.9 Å) of the catalytic nucleophile E298. It has 

been postulated that the mutation R69H impairs the nucleophilic strength of E298, leading to 

destabilization of pKa cycling, an intrinsic feature of the double-displacement mechanism [42]. 

N216W introduces hydrophobicity into subsite +2 and influences the positioning of the 

acceptor, thus increasing transglycosylation and regioselectivity for A2XX. Additionally, 

forming part of subsite -1, L352M is located close (3.4 Å) to O-5 of the L-Araf moiety. This 

mutation decreases the catalytic efficiency of TxAbf [17]. Furthermore, an earlier study 

identified the mutation G179F that confers better xylotriose binding (Figure 2) [17]. Finally, in 

previous work F26L was pinpointed as a potential target to improve transglycosylation [43] and 

more recently this mutation was shown to confer increased ability to transfer the L-Araf glycone 

of the donor onto a xylotriose acceptor [36]. Significantly, F26 is also located in subsite -1, is 

3.8 Å distant from E298 and lies in the vicinity (3.8 Å) of the O-5 position of the L-Araf moiety. 

 

In the present study, a novel triple mutant F26L-R69H-N216W was constructed, providing the 

basis to compare this mutant with R69H-N216W-L352M, and thus appraise the relative impacts 

of F26L and L352M on the TxAbf T/H partition. Moreover, two quadruple mutants were 

designed, F26L-R69H-N216W-L352M and R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M, to investigate the 

extent to which synergistic effects can be generated. To acquire atomic level insight, crystal 

structures of the mutated enzymes were solved and MD simulations performed. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Substrates and Chemicals 

The 4-nitrophenyl α-L-arabinofuranoside (α-L-ArafOpNP) substrate was from Carbosynth Ltd. 

(Compton, UK; cat. no. 6892-58-6) and xylotriose from Wako Chemicals Europe GmbH 
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(Neuss, Germany; cat. no. 249-00651) respectively. The other xylo-oligosaccharides (X2, O-

XBI; X4, O-XTE; X5, O-XPE; X6, O-XHE) were from Megazyme (Bray, Ireland; 

https://www.megazyme.com/shop-all-products/carbohydrates/oligosaccharides/1-4-beta-d-

xylooligosaccharides). Molecular biology reagents were purchased from New England BioLabs 

(Evry, France). 

Mutagenesis, protein expression and purification 

In vitro site-directed mutagenesis was used to introduce single or multiple mutations within the 

TxAbf (GenBank accession number CAA76421.2) contained in pET24-TxAbf. Expression and 

purification of enzymes were performed as previously described [44,45]. Further details are 

provided in the Supplementary Material. 

 

Enzymatic assay 

Enzyme activities were measured using a previously described discontinuous assay [45]. To 

facilitate the comparison of data from different mutants, all reactions were operated at 45°C, as 

in previous work [17]. Specific activities (SA) of both hydrolysis (SAH) and transglycosylation 

(SAT) modes were measured by monitoring the release of 4-nitrophenol (pNP) from α-L-

ArafOpNP, as release of pNP relates to the common first step (glycosylation) in the double-

displacement mechanism. Thus, herein SA values reflect global activity. This includes 

hydrolysis, self-condensation and (in the case of SAT) transglycosylation onto XOS acceptors. 

All reactions were performed in triplicate at 45 °C using 5 mM α-L-ArafOpNP as donor and, 

when relevant, 10 mM xylotriose as acceptor (i.e. with a constant [donor]/[acceptor] ratio of 2). 

Further experimental details are provided in the Supplementary Material. 

Kinetic parameters and the efficiency coefficient kcat/KM were determined by measuring 

enzyme SA at various substrate concentrations. While the reaction for wild-type was described 

by the classical Michaelis−Menten model (equation 1), the data in hydrolysis mode obtained 

for mutants were fitted to the modified Michaelis-Menten model (equation 2, which 

incorporates the nonspecific constant NS to account for self-condensation) using a nonlinear 

regression plot of SA versus [S] (substrate concentration). 

SA =
SAth[S]

𝐾M + [S]
 (1) 

SA =
SAth[S]

𝐾M + [S]
+ Ns ∙ [S] (2) 
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Concerning the two-substrate reaction of Ping-Pong Bi-Bi mechanism, the modified equation 

(3) was applied [17,46,47]. 

SA =
SAth[Donor] ∙ [Acceptor]

𝐾M
Donor[Acceptor] + 𝐾M

Acceptor[Donor] +  [Donor] ∙ [Acceptor]
 (3) 

To capture information about transglycosylation reactions, donor- and acceptor-related kinetic 

parameters were measured by maintaining the acceptor (10 mM xylotriose) or donor (3 mM α-

L-ArafOpNP) constant while varying the other glycoside reactant. The two sets of data in 

transglycosylation mode were fitted to the Michaelis-Menten model represented by equation 

(1), thus yielding apparent SAth
′  and 𝐾M

′  or SAth
′′  and 𝐾M

′′. The parameters for donor and acceptor 

were then calculated from the derived equations (4) and (5) with SAth being the theoretical 

maximum activity achieved if the enzyme operates according to the Michaelis-Menten model. 

When fixing [Acceptor] at 10 mM and varying [Donor], the following is obtained: 

SAth
′ =

[Acceptor]

𝐾M
Acceptor

+ [Acceptor]
∙ SAth 

, 
𝐾M

′ = 𝐾M
Donor ∙

[Acceptor]

𝐾M
Acceptor

+ [Acceptor]
 (4) 

Similarly, when fixing [Donor] at 3 mM and varying [Acceptor], the following is obtained: 

SAth
′′ =

[Donor]

𝐾M
Donor + [Donor]

∙ SAth 
, 

𝐾M
′′ = 𝐾M

Acceptor
∙

[Donor]

𝐾M
Donor + [Donor]

 (5) 

 

NMR analysis 

Reactions were performed at 45 °C in the presence of α-L-ArafOpNP and xylotriose at a ratio 

of 1-2 (5 and 10 mM respectively) and enzyme in a total volume of 600 µL (containing 10% 

D2O in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 with 1 mg.mL-1 bovine serum albumin (BSA, 

Sigma, Illkirch, France) in 5 mm NMR tubes. To initiate reactions, an aliquot of enzyme 

solution was added to the reaction, with different enzyme concentrations being applied to reach 

the maximal transglycosylation yield within a similar time delay (3 nM for TxAbf, 0.13 µM for 

R69H-N216W, 0.22 µM for R69H-N216W-L352M, 0.60 µM for F26L-R69H-N216W, 1.79 

µM for R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M and 0.57 µM for F26L-R69H-N216W-L352M). Details 

of NMR monitoring are described in the Supplementary Material. 

 

Donor (α-L-ArafOpNP) consumption and the appearance of AXOS as transglycosylation 

products were quantified by integrating the relevant anomeric proton signals from the internal 

anomeric proton from α-L-Araf unit (5.78 ppm for donor and shown in Tables for products), 

and normalized by the initial integral of α-L-ArafOpNP. The AXOS yields (in %) were 

determined by product concentration against initial donor concentration. The transfer rate (RT) 
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of the donor substrate onto xylotriose acceptor (μmol of formed A2XX/μmol of consumed α-L-

ArafOpNP) was derived from the plot of A2XX transglycosylation yield as a function of donor 

conversion. Conveniently, being independent of the duration of the reaction, RT indicates the 

transglycosylation proportion in the consumed donor and allows to compare different enzymes 

that display both transglycosylation and hydrolysis. 

 

Crystallographic structure determination 

Crystals of TxAbf mutants R69H-L352M, R69H-N216W-L352M and R69H-G179F-L352M 

were obtained at room temperature using the sitting-drop vapor diffusion method. For 

crystallization conditions, see Supplementary Material. To form crystallographic complex 

structures, soaking experiments were performed with crystals of mutants R69H-L352M and 

R69H-N216W-L352M by adding 2-5 µL of mother-liquor containing 33 to 330 mM of either 

A2XX or xylobiose. 

 

Synchrotron diffraction data (Suppl. Table S2) were processed and scaled using either 

MOSFLM and AIMLESS [48,49], or XDS and XSCALE [50], all in the hexagonal space group 

P6522. Refinement was performed in Refmac5 [51] of the CCP4 suite [52] alternated with 

manual building in COOT [53], with an initial rigid body refinement, using the structure and 

transferred RFree data of the E176Q:XA3XX structure (PDB ID: 2VRQ), without substrate or 

solvent molecules. 

 

Molecular modelling procedures 

Starting from the high resolution crystal structures of TxAbf (PDB ID: 2VRQ, including the 

above mentioned modifications) [40] and the mutant R69H-N216W-L352M (PDB ID: 6ZT8), 

3D models were constructed for TxAbf, R69H-N216W-L352M and F26L-R69H-N216W 

enzymes in complex with A2XX. Missing residues 86-107 of the β2α2 loop in structures of 

mutants were added by comparison with the crystallographic structure of the wild-type enzyme 

(PDB ID: 2VRQ). Mutations not observed in X-ray structures were added using Pymol 

Molecular Graphics System (Schrödinger, Portland, OR, USA) [54]. A2XX was constructed 

using the tleap program in the AMBER software package and manually docked in the enzyme 

active site using as template co-crystallized E176Q:XA3XX TxAbf structure (PDB ID 2VRQ). 

In this conformation, the L-Araf moiety was placed in subsite -1 while D-Xylp units were 

positioned in +2’, +1, +2 subsites. MD simulations were subsequently performed with the 
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AMBER ff14SB force-field [55] for enzymes and GLYCAM_06j [56] for carbohydrate 

ligands. Details of the MD protocol and analysis are described in the Supplementary Material. 

Graphics were prepared using Pymol Molecular Graphics System [54]. 

 

Results 

Specific activity of wild-type TxAbf and its mutants 

Assaying the specific activity of mutants in both hydrolysis (SAH) and transglycosylation (SAT) 

modes (i.e. in the absence or the presence of glycoside acceptor respectively; Table 1) revealed 

that all mutants displayed decreased SAH (0.1 to 40% compared to TxAbf). However, unlike 

glycosynthases [57], catalytic activity remained measurable and significant in both modes. It is 

noteworthy that some mutants displayed a SAT/SAH ratio >1, meaning that they preferentially 

performed transglycosylation in the presence of the acceptor. However, this enhanced 

capability correlated with decreased specific activity in both hydrolysis and transglycosylation 

modes (between 0.3 and 5.9% for SAT compared to the wild-type). 

 

Kinetic parameters in both hydrolytic and transglycosylation modes 

Kinetic parameters were determined in both hydrolysis and transglycosylation modes for donor 

and acceptor substrates individually. The kinetic profile of reactions catalysed by TxAbf 

followed the classic Michaelis-Menten model (Equation 1), while mutants catalysing high 

levels of self-condensation in hydrolysis mode described a two-phase reaction trajectory that 

did not reach saturation, represented by a linear plot (Figure 3A). This result recalls the 

behaviour of TxAbf R69-containing mutants and also that of Thermus thermophilus β-

glycosidase consuming an o-nitrophenyl β-D-galactopyranoside donor, which also displayed a 

two-phase reaction profile [17,58]. To model this reaction, driven by an activated donor bearing 

a good leaving group (pKa of pNP = 7.18), a modified Michaelis-Menten equation (2) was used 

that contains a nonspecific constant (NS). This constant reflects activation by the donor substrate, 

which drives self-condensation. Unlike hydrolysis mode, plotting SA as a function of either 

donor or acceptor concentration in transglycosylation mode generated curves that can be fitted 

using the Michaelis-Menten model for all enzymes. Nevertheless, even in the presence of 100 

mM xylotriose, reactions catalysed by mutants failed to reach maximal rate, implying that 

saturation was not attained (Figure 3B). For TxAbf and mutants R69H, L352M and R69H-

L352M, a previous Brønsted-Hammett analysis has shown that when the donor substrate bears 

a good leaving group, such as pNP, deglycosylation constitutes the rate limiting step [17]. 
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Accordingly, it is postulated that this is also true for the mutants N216W and G179F, since 

neither is sufficiently close to the donor binding site to impact on the nucleophile and/or 

acid/base residues. This assumption is also made for R69H-N216W-L352M and R69H-G179F-

N216W-L352M, meaning that when the reaction involves a pNP-bearing donor the ratio kcat/KM 

and the rate constant kcat correlate with the glycosylation and deglycosylation steps, respectively. 

 

When operating in hydrolysis mode (Table 2), the three mutants displayed reduced (by nearly 

1,000-fold) catalytic turnover compared to TxAbf, which reflects impaired water-mediated 

deglycosylation. Consequently, since both glycosylation and deglycosylation TS display 

similar properties, it appears that glycosylation is also impacted, a claim that is supported by 

much lower kcat/KM values compared to that of TxAbf, these being in the range 0.2-1.9% of the 

wild-type value. Significantly, lowered catalytic efficiency has been previously described as an 

intrinsic feature of TGs [27,59]. Fortunately, in the case of F26L-R69H-N216W and R69H-

G179F-N216W-L352M acting on α-L-ArafOpNP, lower catalytic turnover is offset by lowered 

KM values, meaning that the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate is formed and displays a sufficiently 

long half-life to allow glycoside acceptor-mediated deglycosylation. 

 

In transglycosylation mode (i.e., involving acceptor-mediated deglycosylation), equation (3) 

was used to fit the kinetic profiles of reactions catalysed by mutant enzymes. When using a 

constant concentration of 10 mM xylotriose acceptor (Table 2), the kcat value of the triple 

mutants increased 13- to 32-fold compared to the kcat value measured in hydrolysis mode. In 

addition, the presence of 10 mM acceptor barely altered (2-fold higher) the KM (donor) value 

of the reaction catalysed by R69H-N216W-L352M, but significantly increased that of F26L-

R69H-N216W. Regarding the kcat/KM, the addition of 10 mM xylotriose led to a 6-fold increase 

in the reaction catalysed by R69H-N216W-L352M, but had little effect (17% decrease) on that 

containing F26L-R69H-N216W (Table 2). The fact that the KM (acceptor) value of the reaction 

involving F26L-R69H-N216W is 75 mM (Table 3) implies that the interaction of xylotriose 

with the enzyme is weak and probably explains why even at 10 mM it does not further increase 

catalytic efficiency. 

 

Transglycosylation profiles of mutants 

H2O to D2O exchange did not affect overall catalytic efficiency, nor the transglycosylation 

profiles of TxAbf and mutants thereof (Suppl. Figure S1). Moreover, the kinetic parameters 
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(Tables 2-3 and Suppl. S3-S4) and transglycosylation yields (Suppl. Table S5) of reactions 

catalysed by R69H-L352M-N216W and F26L-R69H-N216W were only slightly sensitive to 

pH. However, transglycosylation yields were highly influenced by the acceptor/donor substrate 

ratio, with maximum yields being obtained at a ratio of 3.33 (Suppl. Table S6). On the other 

hand, for a given acceptor/donor substrate ratio, the global substrate concentrations (donor + 

acceptor) slightly affected yield (Suppl. Table S7). Taking all of these results into account the 

reaction conditions for time course 1H NMR monitoring were defined [17]. 

 

When transferring α-L-Araf units onto xylotriose, TxAbf produces a mixture of AXOS 

regioisomers at an overall 9% yield (Suppl. Figure S2), containing A2XX (4% yield, Table 4). 

All mutants bearing the substitution N216W displayed significantly improved regioselectivity, 

which drove the reaction towards the formation of A2XX, the yields of XA3X (β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-

[α-L-Araf-(1,3)]-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xyl) and A3XX (α-L-Araf-(1,3)-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-β-D-Xylp-

(1,4)-D-Xyl) being significantly reduced (Suppl. Figure S2) [17]. Since the distinctive anomeric 

signals of XA3X and A3XX (at 5.32 and 5.25 ppm respectively) are barely detectable during 

reactions catalysed by N216W-containing mutants, A2XX yield was used as an indicator of 

global transglycosylation efficiency. It is noteworthy that R69H-N216W-L352M maintains its 

regioselectivity towards the transfer of α-L-Araf moiety onto the O-2 position of the non-

reducing end of XOS (Table S8). 

 

Compared to TxAbf, all mutants strongly modulated the T/H partition in favour of 

transglycosylation by combining both high transglycosylation yields (57-70%) and high RT (59-

78%, Suppl. Table S9), with R69H being the principal cause of these enhancements [17]. 

Nevertheless, other amino acid substitutions provided contributions that led to more subtle 

improvements. The previously generated R69H-N216W-L352M proved to be the most potent 

enzyme (up to 70% yield and RT of 78%) for A2XX synthesis (Figure 4 and Suppl. Table S9). 

Even though the transglycosylation yield of F26L-R69H-N216W was close to that of R69H-

N216W (Table 4), F26L promoted higher RT (1.1-fold) and alleviated secondary hydrolysis 

when combined with R69H-N216W (Suppl. Table S9). Adding F26L to the most potent triple 

mutant background (i.e., F26L + R69H-N216W-L352M) slightly lowered A2XX synthesis, 

while maintaining the self-condensation level (12%). In this respect, while all mutants 

synthesized A2XX as the major transglycosylation product, mutants R69H-N216W and F26L-

R69H-N216W displayed increased self-condensation capability (17-20% yield) and the 

introduction of L352M mutation to any of the mutants restored self-condensation to an 
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intermediate level (11-12% yield). This is indicative of enhanced competition between 

xylotriose (acceptor) and α-L-ArafOpNP (both donor and acceptor) for occupation of the 

positive subsites. The addition of G179F to R69H-N216W-L352M was intended to reduce 

secondary hydrolysis of A2XX. However, in addition to significant diminution of secondary 

hydrolysis (Table S9), this mutation actually led to 24% reduction in A2XX yield (Table 4 and 

Figure 4). 

 

Secondary hydrolysis was exhibited when the linearity of donor concentration-dependent 

A2XX production was lost (Figure 4B), the linearity tipping point being best observed when 

A2XX yield/donor consumption (in %) is plotted against donor consumption (Suppl. Figure S3). 

For R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M, despite displaying a lower RT, the tipping point occurred 

when the donor was almost completely (97%) consumed. However, for the mutants R69H-

N216W-L352M, F26L-R69H-N216W and F26L-R69H-N216W-L352M, it was observed 

earlier at a mean value of 82% (Suppl. Table S9). 

 

Transglycosylation using XOS 

To evaluate the impact of degree of polymerization (DP) of the acceptor on the ability of R69H-

N216W-L352M to perform transglycosylation, D-xylose (X, DP = 1) and a range of XOS, from 

xylobiose to xylohexaose, were used in reactions containing α-L-ArafOpNP. When using X as 

the acceptor, transglycosylation was barely detectable, with the yield being 2 and 5% 

respectively for the two regioisomer products (undeterminded linkages). The use of longer XOS 

(DP ≥ 2) as acceptor procured products that were all detected at 5.20 ppm (at 45 °C) meaning 

that each of the AXOS products shared the same regioselectivity (i.e. the α-L-Araf moiety was 

linked to the O-2 position of the non-reducing end of the XOS) as the product generated when 

xylotriose was used as acceptor [60–62]. Moreover, the use of XOS displaying a DP ≥ 2 

generated transglycosylation products at high yield (63-75%) and secondary hydrolysis was 

almost identical (Suppl. Figure S4), although SAT decreased as a function of increasing acceptor 

DP (Suppl. Table S8). 

 

3D structure of mutants R69H-L352M and R69H-N216W-L352M 

The crystal structures of apo-R69H-L352M and apo-R69H-N216W-L352M revealed that 

L352M provokes a domino-like effect in its neighbouring environment. In particular, both 

W302 and W248, which were previously reported to interact with both the donor at subsite -1 
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(W302) and acceptor within subsites +1 and +2 (both residues) [40], are displaced by L352M 

(Figure 5A and C). Despite the fact that a structure bearing F26L is not available, it was 

postulated that this mutation will have a much shorter range effect, affecting only subsite -1. 

Indeed, this is supported by the observation that the L352M (combined with R69H-N216W) 

mutation has greater influence on the T/H ratio in favour of transglycosylation. 

 

Considering R69H, structural analysis shows that the shorter histidine side chain induces a 

conformational change of N175 (Figure 5B-C). In both the seleno-methionine substituted wild-

type structure and that of the mutant E176Q (PDB ID: 2VRK and 2VRQ respectively), residue 

N175 interacts with both the acid/base (E176) and the nucleophile (E298). As mentioned, the 

R69 residue is within H-bond distance (2.9 Å) of the nucleophile. This distance is increased to 

6.0 Å in the R69H mutant. Therefore, R69H has a significant effect, both directly and indirectly, 

on the catalytic apparatus. 

 

In regard to the N216W mutation, the data clearly indicate that the presence of tryptophan in 

subsite +2 provides a productive substrate interaction that probably reinforces acceptor binding. 

Analysis of structures of R69H-L352M and R69H-N216W-L352M derived from crystals 

soaked in A2XX failed to reveal any substrate-induced alterations. However, it is important to 

note that both enzymes are active and thus in situ cleavage of A2XX is unavoidable. 

Furthermore, MPD from the crystallization conditions may interfere with the binding of the 

substrate. Consequently, only the L-Araf subunit was detected in the active site, present in two 

conformations (Suppl. Figure S5). 

 

Unfortunately, the dataset of the mutant containing G179F displayed lower resolution and was 

thus more difficult to exploit. Nevertheless, the presence of phenylalanine at position 179 

appears to create a new hydrophobic interaction platform (Suppl. Figure S6). However, the poor 

quality of the structure does not permit deeper analysis of putative structural rearrangements. 

Data collection and refinement statistics for all crystal structures are presented in Suppl. Table 

S2. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations on TxAbf and its mutants F26L-R69H-N216W and R69H-

N216W-L352M in complex with A2XX product 

Analysis of the MD simulation performed on the TxAbf:A2XX complex (i.e. with 

transglycosylation product) revealed that the oligosaccharide remained bound to the enzyme 
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throughout the 20 ns simulation. Binding of A2XX was stabilized by a network of van der Waals 

(vdW) interactions involving F26 and Y242 in subsite -1, H98 and W99 in subsite +2’, and 

W248 and W302 in subsite +1 (Figure 6A). Generally, the loops surrounding the active site 

appear to be stabilized by the presence of the ligand, consistent with previous observations 

(Suppl. Figure S7) [63]. In comparison with wild-type enzyme, the MD simulation performed 

on F26L-R69H-N216W revealed only slight conformational differences in the vicinity of the 

active site. One notable exception concerns the apparently greater flexibility of the β4α4 loop 

that bears the catalytic acid/base E176 (Figure 6, S7 and S8). Regarding subsite +2, most of the 

ligand-binding features are conserved, the main difference being the introduction of a 

tryptophan residue at position 216. This provides an additional stacking interaction with D-Xylp 

moieties. Consequently, this mutation confers the means on F26L-R69H-N216W to bind 

xylotriose in a distinct way, different from that of TxAbf (Figure 6A-B). 

 

Finally, MD simulation revealed that combining L352M with R69H-N216W led to greater 

conformational rearrangements of loops β6α6 and β7α7, compared to both TxAbf and F26L-

R69H-N216W (Suppl. Figure S8). On the other hand, the flexibility of loop β8α8, bearing the 

L352M, was identical in all the enzymes studied (Suppl. Figure S7). Together these dynamic 

behavioural differences increase the solvent exposure of the active site of R69H-N216W-

L352M compared to TxAbf [33]. Additionally, the introduction of a methionyl moiety at 

position 352 appears to provoke a domino cascade that affects the conformation of residues 

(particularly W302 and W248) in subsites +1 and +2 (Figure 6C), consistent with the results 

from crystallography. Interestingly, this diminishes vdW interactions between the xylotriosyl 

moiety of A2XX and W302 and W248, causing it to move away from loops β6α6 and β7α7. 

Compared to TxAbf, these changes translate into a distinct binding mode involving a novel 

vdW interaction with the opposite face of the tryptophanyl moiety in position 216 (Figure 6C). 

 

Discussion 

A previous study closely analysed the transglycosylation reaction performed by the retaining 

α-L-arabinofuranosidase, TxAbf, and provided clues on how to further alter the T/H ratio in 

favour of transglycosylation [17]. Accordingly, the best performing mutant is the result of three 

point mutations, R69H, N216W, and L352M. In this work, the aim was to investigate further 

the impact of L352M as well as to compare its effect with that of another subsite -1 mutation, 

F26L. 
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Two subsite -1 residues contribute differently to the active site 

Mutations F26L and L352M display different effects on the T/H ratio of TxAbf, consistent with 

the fact that F26, a highly conserved residue in family GH51 [36], participates exclusively to 

subsite -1, whereas residue L352 (less conserved) [64] is located in a more ambiguous position 

between subsite -1 and the acceptor subsites. Both R69H-N216W-L352M and F26L-R69H-

N216W demonstrate outstanding transglycosylation ability, coupled to low catalytic efficiency 

(kcat/KM). This latter observation supports the postulate that both naturally occurring and 

engineered TGs are generally less efficient catalysts than their hydrolytic counterparts 

[16,27,65]. This impaired catalytic ability is probably related to more energy-demanding TS for 

both glycosylation and deglycosylation steps (Suppl. Table S10) [16,17], and thus the 

prolonged lifetime of the covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate [66]. On the other hand, the 

extended lifetime of the glycosyl-enzyme intermediate is likely to favour statistically 

unfavourable deglycosylation by the glycoside acceptor (0.01 M), which is a minority species 

compared to water (55.6 M). In hydrolysis mode, F26L-R69H-N216W displayed a remarkable 

decrease in the values of both KM and kcat, suggesting that F26L severely disturbs the ability of 

the pocket-like subsite -1 to bind the donor substrate in a productive configuration for water-

mediated deglycosylation. In contrast, the results for R69H-N216W-L352M (relatively 

unchanged KM value and lower kcat), clearly indicate that the impact of the L352M-bearing 

mutant mainly affects the deglycosylation step [17]. It is noteworthy that the use of xylotriose 

as acceptor further demonstrates the different effects engendered by F26L and L352M. Even 

though the kcat values are enhanced in the presence of xylotriose, the F26L-bearing enzyme 

appears less able to bind xylotriose (higher KM value for acceptor and lower RT) than the 

L352M-bearing one, implying that the latter generates a positive effect with regard to xylotriose 

binding in acceptor subsites. 

 

The conserved residue R69 plays a key role in T/H modulation 

R69 is fully conserved throughout clan GH-A [67] and thus in GH51 [17,68]. Therefore, the 

fact that all R69H-N216W-derived mutants display similar transglycosylation profiles 

(including self-condensation) leads to the proposal that R69H is the driving force that tips T/H 

ratio in favour of transglycosylation. To muster support for this postulate, it is first relevant to 

note that in transglycosylation mode all R69H-containing mutants display activation in the 

presence of acceptor (SAT/SAH > 1, Table 1). Moreover, when comparing hydrolysis and 
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transglycosylation modes, the kcat values are significantly improved for the latter. This suggests 

that deglycosylation by glycoside acceptors is enhanced. Combined with the fact that R69H 

affects the pKa of both nucleophile and acid base [17], the structural analysis supports the claim 

that mutation of R69 to histidine indirectly affects one or both of the catalytic residues. In the 

case of the catalytic acid/base E176, it appears that this occurs by modifying the hydrogen bond 

network that involves the conserved residue N175 and indeed this is observed in the MD 

simulation (Figure 6B-C). This modification almost certainly affects the protonation capability 

of E176 and thus impairs the ability of the enzyme to activate incoming acceptors (irrespective 

of whether it is a water molecule or a glycoside acceptor). In turn, it can be postulated that this 

partially diminishes the thermodynamic advantage of water (although water concentration 

remains a determining factor), and concomitantly increases the likelihood of deglycosylation 

by glycoside acceptors (pKa of xylose = 12.15) [69], which display lower deprotonation 

enthalpy than water [70]. Finally, it is also relevant to note that N175 is thought to be involved 

in TS stabilization [39]. Therefore, the indirect modification of the interaction N175∙∙∙OH-2 of 

α-L-Araf unit by R69H might increase the TS energy barriers (Table S10) [16,17]. 

 

Active site flexibility modulates T/H 

The results of previous work performed on a TG/hydrolytic rGH pair from family GH16 (clan 

GH-B) has led to the proposal that alterations in local active site flexibility (i.e., plasticity and 

adaptation) can shift the T/H partition in favor of transglycosylation [71]. In this study, enhanced 

transglycosylation was attributed to increased flexibility in the donor subsite, coupled to more 

flexibility in the acceptor site. In contrast, the study of GH31 TG/rGH pair (clan GH-D) 

revealed that enhanced transglycosylation could be the result of conformational rigidity and the 

intervention of a ‘hydrophobic shield’ that prevents nucleophilic attack by catalytic water [19]. 

Finally, in a recent study increased transglycosylation was partly ascribed to higher local 

flexibility of the catalytic acid/base residue adding entropic cost to the height of the free energy 

barrier of the reaction, and thus slowing the hydrolysis step. Reciprocally, this favours (or 

increases the probability) of acceptor-mediated deglycosylation [72]. In the present work, 

comparison of the root-mean-square-fluctuations (RMSF, Suppl. Figure S7) along the protein 

sequence clearly reveal that the best performing TG R69H-N216W-L352M displays higher 

flexibility in acceptor subsites, particularly in loops 6α6 and 7α7, bearing W248 and W302 

respectively (Suppl. Figure S8). Considering the enhancement of the affinity (lower KM value) 

for the acceptor, it can be suggested that this is due to greater flexibility. Additionally, R69H-
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N216W-L352M and F26L-R69H-N216W, which display higher transfer rates than R69H-

N216W (78% and 67% compared to 59% respectively), provides evidence that higher 

flexibility of the acid/base E176 might also enhance the T/H partition, which is consistent with 

the aforementioned findings [72]. 

 

Acceptor subsite determinants 

The data reveal a significant difference in the ability of D-xylose and XOS to act as acceptors 

and show that XOS (DP > 2) are the best ones. These observations clearly point to the fact that 

the binding ability of the native subsite +1 alone is insufficient and that modifications, including 

the addition of a putative subsite +2, are essential for enhancement of transglycosylation. In this 

regard, the mutant R69H-N216W-L352M no doubt creates the conditions for better acceptor 

binding. Significantly, the presence of hydrophobic residues in positively numbered-binding 

sites has already been identified as a key determinant of TG activity in other GHs [73,74]. In 

the case of the GH35 -galactosidases from Aspergillus niger, it was reported that F264, Y304, 

and W806 constitute a dynamic hydrophobic platform that accommodates the sugar at subsite 

+1. In the case of TxAbf and its mutants, it is likely that the hydrophobicity of subsite +1 is 

insufficient, whereas molecular modelling of the R69H-N216W-L352M:A2XX complex 

indicates that both W216 and W248 are involved in stacking interactions with the subsite +2 D-

Xylp moiety. Finally, it is noteworthy that both the SAT and yield decrease for XOS with DP ≥ 

3 (Suppl. Table S8), which implies that extra D-Xylp moieties are less well-accommodated, 

although the presence of an undetected subsite +3 cannot be fully excluded. 

 

Synergistic effects of mutations affect secondary hydrolysis 

As a lone mutation, L352M eliminates secondary hydrolysis of A2XX, and its combination with 

R69H does not alter this property [17]. However, to some extent the addition of N216W to 

R69H-L352M restores secondary hydrolysis, even though A2XX synthesis is enhanced. In the 

present study, it is confirmed that while the combination of L352M with R69H-N216W 

decreases (2-fold) the synthesis rate, it nevertheless improves RT (1.3-fold) and the A2XX 

synthesis/secondary hydrolysis ratio (νT/νHII, 1.4-fold; Table S9). The conclusion of these 

observations is that L352M alone creates this effect, impacting the conformational flexibility 

of the neighbouring W302 and W248 residues and, in turn, diminishing A2XX hydrolysis. 

However, this beneficial trait is probably partially countered by the effect of N216W, which 

apparently creates a hydrophobic platform (i.e., W302 + W248 + N216W, W178 also might be 
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involved) that provides the basis of productive positioning for xylotriose-mediated 

deglycosylation toward A2XX synthesis, followed by a distinct binding mode with an altered 

positioning less favourable for its hydrolysis. 

 

It can be assumed that G179F binds α-L-ArafOpNP more tightly thanks to the creation of a 

more hydrophobic environment (Suppl. Figure S6) and stronger interaction with the pNP 

moiety [17]. The kinetic data presented here support this assumption, because the catalytic 

efficiency of hydrolysis catalysed by R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M is significantly increased 

(5.3-fold) compared to that of R69H-N216W-L352M, this change being driven by a decrease 

of the KM value.It is likely that better donor binding by R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M leads to 

the acceleration of the glycosylation rate. Noticeably, even though transglycosylation yield, RT 

and νT are unfavourably affected by the introduction of G179F, secondary hydrolysis (νHII) of 

the transglycosylation product is delayed and drastically reduced. This infers that binding of 

the pNP-bearing donor is more efficient than that of A2XX, which only becomes significant 

once α-L-ArafOpNP is almost depleted. 

 

Conclusions 

In the present work, enzyme kinetics, 3D structure determination and molecular dynamics 

simulations have been combined to further elucidate the molecular determinants that promote 

T/H partition in TxAbf mutants. The results provide further evidence supporting the postulate 

that R69H is a key T/H modulator. The introduction of histidine 69 disrupts the hydrogen bond 

network of both catalytic residues, thus leading to hydrolytic inactivity. In addition, it is shown 

that L352M plays a dual effect, affecting both subsite -1 and, through a domino-like effect, the 

acceptor subsites. The F26L-containing mutant is a less efficient TG than the prototype R69H-

N216W-L352M, because its impact is limited to subsite -1. Overall, the results are consistent 

with the suggestion that glycosyl-transferring GHs are sluggish enzymes (lower kcat/KM values) 

when compared to hydrolytic counterparts and that relaxed donor binding and acid/base 

flexibility can contribute to enhancement of transglycosylation. Finally, the results are 

consistent with the postulate that strengthened interactions with incoming glycoside acceptors 

contribute to T/H shifts in favor of transglycosylation. Together they further underline that 

finding a generic strategy to alter the T/H partition in rGHs is not simple (but neither impossible), 

because the switch from hydrolysis to transglycosylation is the result of a significant number 

of subtle modifications to the active site. 
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Figures and Tables Legends 

 

Fig. 1. Two-step displacement mechanism (also known as Ping-Pong Bi Bi mechanism in 

transglycosylation) of retaining TxAbf. The first step (glycosylation) leads to release of the pNP 

leaving group from the donor, α-L-ArafOpNP in this study, and concomitant formation of the 

covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate. Regarding the second step (deglycosylation), the 

covalent glycosyl-enzyme intermediate can be attacked by either a water molecule (hydrolysis) 

or an external acceptor (transglycosylation with xylotriose as acceptor in this study). In the case 

of secondary hydrolysis, the transglycosylation product becomes a donor substrate with a 

subsequent deglycosylation step involving water. 

 

Fig. 2. View of the TxAbf-E176Q:XA3XX complex active site (PDB ID: 2VRQ) [40] showing 

the positioning of F26, R69, G179, N216 and L352 residues as well as the mutated acid/base 

(A/B) E176Q and the catalytic nucleophile (Nu) E298 (Table S1). The reducing D-Xylp unit, X 

in black, of pentasaccharide XA3XX (i.e., β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-[α-L-Araf-(1,3)]-β-D-Xylp-(1,4)-β-D-

Xylp-(1,4)-D-Xylp) is not observed. 
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Fig. 3. Steady-state kinetics of F26L-R69H-N216W and R69H-N216W-L352M. (A) F26L-

R69H-N216W in hydrolysis (●) and transglycosylation (○) modes. (B) SAT as a function of 

xylotriose concentration indicating the acceptor-mediated activation of F26L-R69H-N216W (●) 

and R69H-N216W-L352M (○) in transglycosylation mode with fixed 3 mM α-L-ArafOpNP as 

donor. Mutant F26L-R69H-N216W in hydrolysis mode displays a two-phase reaction that fits 

to a modified Michaelis-Menten model (equation 2), which accounts for activation by α-L-

ArafOpNP, while the other curves fit to equation 1 (i.e., the classical Michaelis-Menten model). 
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Fig. 4. NMR monitoring of A2XX evolution as a function of (A) time and (B) donor conversion. 

All assays were carried out at 45 °C and pH 7.0 in buffered 10% D2O, with 5 mM α-L-

ArafOpNP and 10 mM xylotriose as donor and acceptor respectively. 

 

Fig. 5. (A) and (B) Superposition of TxAbf (in blue, PDB ID: 2VRQ, ligand XA3XX omitted) 

and R69H-L352M (in orange, PDB ID: 6ZT6). 2Fo-Fc electron density shown at 1.0 σ cut-off 

in orange mesh. H-bonds shown as black dashes with distances indicated). (C) Schematic 

representation of the primary and secondary effects of the mutations (Table S1). Mutations 

R69H, N216W and L352M analysed in this study (in green) are shown along with residues that 

are putatively affected by displaying altered electrostatic interactions (in blue) and those that 

are proposed to be involved in substrate binding (in red). The corresponding coloured dotted 

arrows either indicate the location of catalytic processes or the site of binding interactions. Open 

black arrows indicate secondary effects by changes in coordinates resulting from a mutation. 
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Fig. 6. Active site view of distinct conformations observed along MD simulations of (A) TxAbf, 

(B) mutant F26L-R69H-N216W and (C) mutant R69H-N216W-L352M. Catalytic residues are 

coloured in yellow. Selected amino acid residues are shown in stick format and coloured in 

graduated (from light to dark) blue tones that represent film stills of the MD simulation. A2XX 

is shown as sticks, coloured in magenta for L-Araf and green for the xylotriosyl moiety, in the 

initial and final conformations. Mutated residues are highlighted by framed labels. 
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Table 1. Specific activities in hydrolysis (SAH) and transglycosylation (SAT) modes. 

 

Table 2. Kinetic parameters on α-L-ArafOpNP (donor) in hydrolysis mode and 

transglycosylation mode at pH 7.0. 

 

Table 3. Kinetic parameters on xylotriose (acceptor) in transglycosylation mode at pH 7.0. 

 

Table 4. A2XX transglycosylation and self-condensation yields (determined by NMR) for 

reactions catalysed by TxAbf and mutants thereof. 

 

 

Table 1 

Specific activities in hydrolysis (SAH) and transglycosylation (SAT) modes.1 

Enzyme SAH
2 (IU.mg-1) SAT

3 (IU.mg-1) SAT/SAH
4 

wt 261.79 125.49 0.5 

F26L 105.76 83.26 0.8 

R69H 2.84 7.41 2.6 

L352M5 86.91 47.00 0.5 

R69H-N216W 1.60 2.89 1.8 

R69H-N216W-L352M 0.97 1.82 1.9 

F26L-R69H-N216W 0.32 0.60 1.9 

R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M 0.29 0.42 1.4 

F26L-R69H-N216W-L352M 0.27 0.93 3.4 

1One unit (IU) of enzyme specific activity corresponds to the amount of enzyme releasing 1 

μmol of pNP per minute. Experiments were performed in triplicate and standard deviations 

(S.D.) were always less than 10%. 

2Reactions operating in hydrolysis mode contain only 5 mM α-L-ArafOpNP. 

3Reactions operating in transglycosylation mode contain both donor (5 mM α-L-ArafOpNP) 

and acceptor (10 mM xylotriose). 

4The ratio between SAT and SAH reveals the extent of activation or inhibition by the acceptor. 

5SA of L352M was calculated using previously reported data acquired in the same reaction 

conditions (i.e., 45 °C in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 7.0) [17]. 
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Table 2 

Kinetic parameters on α-L-ArafOpNP (donor)1 in hydrolysis mode and transglycosylation 

mode2 (data shown in bracket) at pH 7.0. 

Enzyme 
SAth 

(IU.mg-1) 

KM 

(mM) 

kcat 

(s-1) 

kcat/KM 

(s-1.mM-1) 

NS
3 

(s-1.mM-1) 

wt4 145 0.25 139 556 - 

R69H-N216W-

L352M4 
0.60 (7.76) 0.48 (1.03) 0.58 (7.46) 1.21 (7.24) 0.03 (-) 

F26L-R69H-N216W 0.16 (4.98) 0.01 (0.53) 0.15 (4.78) 10.81 (9.02) 0.03 (-) 

R69H-G179F-

N216W-L352M 
0.14 0.02 0.14 6.45 0.03 

1Experiments were performed in triplicate and S.D. were always less than 10%. 

2In transglycosylation mode, the concentration of xylotriose acceptor was fixed at 10 mM. 

3NS is a nonspecific constant that is included in the modified Michaelis-Menten equation (2) to 

account for activation of the enzyme by the self-condensation product: SAapp = SAth·[S]/(KM + 

[S]) + NS·[S] where SAth is the theoretical maximum activity achieved if the enzyme operates 

according to the Michaelis-Menten model. 

4Data in hydrolysis mode from previous work acquired in the same conditions [17]. 

 

 

Table 3 

Kinetic parameters on xylotriose (acceptor) in transglycosylation mode at pH 7.0.1 

Enzyme 
SAmax 

(IU.mg-1) 

KM 

(mM) 

kcat 

(s-1) 

kcat/KM 

(s-1.mM-1) 

R69H-N216W-L352M 8.28 23.32 7.96 0.34 

F26L-R69H-N216W 4.49 75.43 4.31 0.06 

1The concentration of α-L-ArafOpNP donor was fixed at 3 mM. Experiments were performed 

in triplicate and s.d. were always less than 10%. 
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A2XX transglycosylation and self-condensation yields (determined by NMR) for reactions 

catalysed by TxAbf and mutants thereof.1 

Enzyme 

Yield (%) 

A2XX 
Self-condensation 

(1,2)2 

Self-condensation 

(1,3)2 

5.20 ppm3 5.88 ppm3 5.81 ppm3 

wt 4 5 1 

R69H-N216W 57 2 18 

R69H-N216W-L352M 70 2 9 

F26L-R69H-N216W 59 2 15 

R69H-G179F-N216W-L352M 59 3 9 

F26L-R69H-N216W-L352M 66 2 10 

1Kinetic assays were carried out using 5 mM α-L-ArafOpNP and 10 mM xylotriose at 45 °C 

and pH 7.0 in buffered 10% D2O. 

2Self-condensation products are α-L-Araf-(1,2)-α-L-ArafOpNP and α-L-Araf-(1,3)-α-L-

ArafOpNP. 

3NMR chemical shift of the anomeric proton of transferred α-L-Araf unit of products at 45 °C. 
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